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PRESENTATION

• What is the SCC?
• How is it computed?
• How can EPA get away with imposing a large tax that 

Congress will not enact?
• Why it is a de facto tax
• Why the Federal government can continually increase the 

SCC without Congressional approval
• How the SCC will increase costs and prices
• What does the SCC imply for specific products?
• What does the SCC imply for specific industries, firms, and 

companies?
• Why the SCC poses a grave threat to so many industries and 

companies
• What does the SCC imply for marketing and sales strategies?
• Who should care?
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WHAT IS THE SCC?

• Social cost of carbon (SCC):  “Estimate of monetized 
damages associated with an incremental increase in carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions in a given year”

• Federal Interagency Working Group (IWG) consisting of 12 
agencies developed SCC estimates
-- February 2010 ~ $22/ton
-- May 2013, revised upward to ~ $36/ton

• Meant to be comprehensive estimate of climate change 
damages

• Purpose:  Allow agencies to incorporate benefits of reducing 
CO2 emissions in regulatory actions

• 2013 SCC estimates first used (clandestinely) in June 2013 
rule on efficiency standards for microwave ovens
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SOCIAL COST OF CARBON (SCC)
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SCC is “an estimate of the monetized damages associated with an 
incremental increase in carbon (or CO2) emissions in a given year.”

Source:  Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, United States Government, 2013.
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HOW IS THE SCC COMPUTED?

• SCCs are artificial constructs designed by Obama Administration 
to penalize fossil fuels

• Allows Administration to achieve via regulation what it cannot 
via Congress – carbon tax, Waxman-Markey, UN commitment, etc.

• SCC is malleable concept dependent on modeling assumptions
• Lacks transparency
• Lacks consideration of CO2 benefits
• Computer models imply level of knowledge & precision that is 

illusory
• Allows modeler to obtain any desired result 
• Arbitrary assumptions have huge effects on SCC estimates – even 

their sign

“Wherever and whenever I can take steps without legislation, 
that’s what I am going to do.” Barack Obama, January 2014
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IMPLICATIONS
• A larger SCC value basically means that any efficiency 

standard or air-pollution regulation that reduces CO2
emissions will have higher benefits assigned to it

• This makes it easier for stricter standards to pass a cost-
benefit analysis test

• Thus, with a large enough SCC, any new regulation, no 
matter how costly, will be “cost effective”

• In past 2 years, SCC has been used in > 100 new regs from 
EPA, DOE, HUD, Depts. of Transportation and Agriculture, 
and other agencies

• U.S. Senate has identified these
as the “most expensive and
burdensome regulations”
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WITH SCC, WHO NEEDS CONGRESS?
Comparison of 2013 SCC and Carbon Tax

Source: Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, U.S. Energy Information Administration,
and Management Information Services, Inc.
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SCC is a de facto carbon tax – which Obama 
could never get Congress to pass 7



EXAMPLE:  WATER HEATERS
• Currently, gas & electric water heaters cost $675 - $1,500
• After 4-16-15 will cost $1,200 - $2,450 (Ouch!)
• Will require dedicated electrical receptacle for exhaust fan, a means 

for condensate disposal, & dedicated venting line using PVC pipe 
through the wall – not roof

• Electric water heaters > 55 gallons will require heat-pump design
• Size & weight increasing; transportation,

storage, & installation costs affected
• Additional product & installation training required
• All new water heaters will:

-- Be larger, much more complex, & less reliable
-- Require larger physical space & larger duct

space (bad news for condos & apartments)
-- Be more expensive to install
-- Be more expensive to maintain & repair
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EXAMPLE:  WATER HEATERS (continued)
• The new heaters will (supposedly) have 10 – 12 yr. payback

-- But average person moves every 5 years!
-- Average life of a water heater is 7-10 yrs., 

& new ones will not last even this long
• How can Federal govt. justify this?
• It uses the SCC
• Feds claim that new heaters will save 164 million tons CO2 over 30 yrs.
• With the SCC = 0, which it was until very recently, the value of this CO2

is zero & new heaters cannot be justified
• However, when the Feds say that SCC cost is $45/ton, the “value” of 

this 164 million tons is $7.4 billion
• Presto, magically the new heaters are now “cost effective”
• However, since the SCC is a made-up artificial number, the people 

who have to pay for the new heaters (all of us) will never see a 
penny in benefits
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EXAMPLE:  WATER HEATERS (continued)
• What options do consumers have?
• At present people are:

-- In mad rush to replace their water heaters before 4-16-15
-- Buying water heaters to store for when they will need a new one

• After 4-16, one alternative:  Run new plumbing to 2 small water 
heaters at opposite sides of home

• For gas water heaters, little benefit from purchasing 2 units due to 
need to install 2nd gas line & comply with venting requirements

• Another alternative: Tankless water heater 
• However, gas tankless heaters require larger gas line & 

modifications to vent pipe. 
• Electric tankless models require increasing capacity of electric 

service to house, & hot water flow rate limited by unit size
• Units manufactured before 4-16-15 can still be used – get them 

while they last!
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EXAMPLE:  NEW PICKUP TRUCK

• New light duty truck currently costs ~ $35K
• However, feds are writing new regs for all trucks
• In a few years, this pickup truck will cost $50K - $70K
• It will be more “fuel efficient,” but also have less capacity, power, and 

towing capability
• Manufacturers must heavily subsidize very small vehicles that no 

one wants & charge much more for trucks that people want 
• This is justified (in part) on basis of the “value” of CO2 saved with 

higher mpg standards
• Paybacks will be 10 – 20 yrs. (or more)
• This is longer than most people own a vehicle
• Such nonsense can only be justified by the phantom SCC
• Bottom line:  Buy a new pickup sooner rather than later
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EXAMPLE:  NEW MICROWAVES
• Microwave ovens currently cost ~ $150
• New microwaves will cost ~ $200
• Why the 33% cost increase?
• The Federal govt.’s SCC
• With the SCC = 0, which it was until very recently, value of CO2 was 

zero & there was no way for EPA to justify the increased cost of new 
microwaves

• Using the 2013 SCC, the new, stricter microwave standards had ~ 
$5 billion in “benefits” over next 30 years. 

• Presto, magically the new microwaves are now “cost effective”
• However, since the SCC is a made-up artificial number, the people 

who have to pay for the new ovens (all of us) will never see a 
penny in benefits

• Think about this every time you heat something in your 
microwave!
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EXAMPLE:  NEW VACUUM CLEANERS

• Where are we headed?
• Look to Europe
• Reliable vacuum cleaners use ≥ 1800 watts
• 9-14:  New vacs must be ≤ 1600 watts
• 2017:  news vacs must be ≤ 900 watts
• New vacs cost more, are less powerful, have

less suction, are less efficient, & do not work as well
• Energy savings illusory: People have to use the less 

powerful models longer to achieve same degree of 
cleaning

Europeans have been warned:  “If you're in the market for a 
powerful vacuum, you should act quickly, before all of the 

models currently available sell out."
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EXAMPLE:  NEW EUROPEAN HAIR DRYERS

• Current hair dryers:  2100 - 2400 watts
• New mandated dryers: 1400 – 1600 watts
• Consumer tests:  ~ 33% longer to dry hair

– so may not even save energy
• For average person:  Inconvenience & wasted time
• For professional hairdressers, a serious problem:

-- Will significantly reduce their income
-- Will increase costs & prices
-- Health risks:  Hairdressers minimize time spent

holding hairdryers to avoid repetitive strain injury 
“In a salon environment somebody on their lunch-break wanting 

to have their hair done; you have time constraints. The more 
powerful, the faster the blow dry – it’s as simple as that.” 
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NUMEROUS APPLIANCES AFFECTED

Toasters
• Current toasters:  1300 watts
• New mandated toasters:  1000 watts
• Consumer tests:  Cost 15% more &

takes twice as long – thus uses more energy

Coffee pots
• January 2015:  Filter coffee makers must go into

standby mode 5 minutes after the pot is brewed
• Get used to tepid coffee!
• Espresso machines also affected

Everything affected:  irons, juicers, lawn mowers, photocopiers, 
printers/scanners, TVs, electronic devices, etc.
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EXAMPLE:  ELECTRIC POWER
• EPA SCC jihad against fossil fuels is 

drastically increasing price of electricity
• Fossil fuel electricity is orders of magnitude

cheaper than electricity from wind & solar
• Fossil fuel electricity:  4¢ - 8¢ per kWh
• Solar & wind: 20¢ - 60¢ per kWh
• EPA:  “Our regulations only cost

equivalent of several postage stamps a day.”
• However, for the poor & seniors on fixed incomes increased utility 

costs of $45-$75/MONTH are a real hardship
• More important:  Most people would like to be able to save an extra 

$800 - $1,000 per year
• Investing this every year in an IRA/401(k) yields

$200,000 at retirement!
• Think about this the next time you pay your

utility bill
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WHERE IS THIS LEADING THE U.S.?
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• U.S. is copying European CO2 restrictions and energy policies
• Electricity prices in Europe already 2X – 3X higher than U.S. –

and increasing rapidly
• U.S. is heading there
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MORE INCOME BEING SPENT ON ENERGY
(Especially by the Poor)
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The Energy Burden:  Energy Costs as a 
Percentage of Household Income

“Energy costs are consuming the household incomes of low and middle-
income families at levels usually spent on food, housing, or health care.”
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ELECTRICITY RATES VS. ELECTRICITY BILLS

• “Your electricity bills will shrink due to investment in energy 
efficiency, cutting waste, and ultimately we’re going to be saving 
money for homes and for businesses.”  President Obama.

• “EPA rules lead to cost increases for consumers, but families will 
save money due to efficiency gains.”  Gina McCarthy, EPA 
Administrator. 

• So……..as electricity rates increase electricity bills will decrease!

• This is counterintuitive and incredulous.
• It sounds like “supply side economics” in reverse
• Nevertheless, let us see what has happened to

electricity bills in recent years
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ELECTRICITY BILLS ARE INCREASING
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“U.S. electricity prices may be going up for 
good.” Los Angeles Times, April 25, 2014
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WHO SHOULD CARE?

• Upper and middle management
• Company CEOs, CFOs, & presidents
• Strategic planners and risk management officers
• Corporate advisors & board members
The SCC will drastically affect the costs of most goods & 
services (& greatly harm U.S. mfg.); all of these people must be 
informed of the impending dangers & opportunities 

• Industry, trade, & professional associations
Must inform & educate their members
as to what is occurring

There are trillions
of $ at stake 21



WHO SHOULD CARE?

• The entire energy industry
• SCC radically distorts price signals
• SCC represents enormous implicit subsidy for all 

renewable energy – solar, wind, photovoltaics, etc.
• SCC will provide strong incentive for nuclear power
• SCC will harshly penalize all fossil fuels – coal, natural 

gas, & oil – these provide 85% of U.S. energy
• SCC will incentivize energy efficiency, energy 

conservation, & energy management technologies
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WHO SHOULD CARE?

• State & local government officials (& taxpayers)
• Charitable, social, & religious organizations
-- Families unable to pay their bills face utility shut-offs that deprive 

them of heating, cooling, lights, refrigeration, & ability to cook food
-- Utility shut-off is 2nd leading cause of homelessness

Health Impacts of Increased Energy
Costs on Low Income Persons
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WHO SHOULD CARE?

• Private law firms (have potential bonanza)
• Legal advocates at all levels of government
• Tsunami of legal actions in coming years
• Legal challenges in D.C. & Federal courts
• Legal challenges in the states
• Comments on proposed rules & regulations
• Public utility commission proceedings & hearings (as 

advocates attempt to insert SCC into decision making)
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.

Management Information Services, Inc. is an economic and energy research
firm with expertise on a wide range of complex issues, including energy,
electricity, and the environment. The MISI staff offers specializations in
economics, information technology, engineering, and finance, and includes
former senior officials from private industry, the federal government, and
academia. Over the past three decades MISI has conducted extensive
proprietary research, and since 1985 has assisted hundreds of clients,
including Fortune 500 companies, nonprofit organizations and foundations, the
UN, academic and research institutions, and state and federal government
agencies including the White House, the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Energy Information Administration,
the U.S. Department of Defense, the U.S. Marine Corps, the U.S. Air Force,
NASA, NHTSA, the National Energy Technology Laboratory, the U.S. General
Services Administration, and the National Academies of Science.

For more information, please visit the MISI web site at www.misi-net.com.
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